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Introduction 26
Additive genetic variances and covariances of phenotypic traits determine the response to se-27 lection, and so are key determinants of the processes of adaptation in response to natural 28 selection and of genetic improvement in response to artificial selection (Fisher, 1918; Falconer, = µ + Xb + Z a a + Z 1 u 1 + ...
where Eq. 3a is just as for a LMM (Eq. 1), except that it describes variation on the latent 153 scale , rather than the response directly. Note that we now refer to the "residual" (noted e in 154 Eq. 1) as "overdispersion" (denoted o, with a variance denoted V O ), since residuals (variation 155 around expected values) are defined by the distribution function, D, in this model. Just as for 156 the LMM (Eq. 1), all random effects are assumed to follow normal distributions with variances
where V RE is the summed variance of all random effects apart from the additive genetic variance, 186 and V O is the overdispersion variance, is the heritability on the latent scale, not on the observed 187 data scale (Morrissey et al., 2014) . Here, and throughout this paper, V A, stands for the additive the expected and observed data scales for arbitrary GLMMs is currently lacking.
202
In addition to handling the relationship between observed data and the latent trait via 203 the link and distribution functions, any system for expected and observed scale quantitative 204 genetic inference with GLMMs will have to account for complex ways in which fixed effects 205 can influence quantitative genetic parameters. It is currently appreciated that fixed effects 206 in LMMs explain variance, and that variance associated with fixed effects can have a large 207 influence on summary statistics such as repeatability (Nakagawa and Schielzeth, 2010) and 208 heritability (Wilson, 2008 to both the mean expected value and mean observed value) is given by 
Observed-scale phenotypic variance Phenotypic variance of observed values is the sum of the 230 variance in expected values and variance arising from the distribution function. Since these 231 variances are independent by construction in a GLMM, they can be summed. This distribution 232 variance is influenced by the latent trait value, but might also depend on additional distribution 233 parameters included in θ (see Eq. 3c). Given a distribution-specific variance function v: 
The total genotypic variances on the expected and observed data scales are the same, since 243 genotypic values are expectations that do not change between the expected and observed scales.
244
The total genotypic variance on both the expected and observed data scales is then
This is the total genotypic variance on the data scale, arising from strictly additive genetic 
whereẑ is the value of z predicted by the regression, a the latent breeding value and m and b 255 the parameters of the regression. Thus, we have V A,obs = b 2 V A, and, from standard regression 256 theory:
Because of the independence between the expected values of z (i.e. the expected data scale 258 g −1 ( )) and the distribution "noise" (see Eq. 7), we can obtain the result that cov(z, a) = 259 cov(g −1 ( ), a), hence:
Stein's (1973) lemma states that if X and Y are bivariate normally distributed random variables, 261 then the covariance of Y and some function of X, f (X), is equal to the expected value of f (X) 262 times the covariance between X and Y , so,
noting that the covariance of latent breeding values and latent values is the variance of latent 264 breeding values. Finally, combining Eq. 12 with Eq. 13, we obtain:
To avoid confusion with various uses of b as other forms of regression coefficients, and for 266 consistency with Morrissey (2015), we denote the average derivative of expected value with 267 respect to latent value as Ψ:
The additive genetic variance on the expected and observed scales are still the same and are 269 given by estimates). Note that, doing so, we implicitly make the assumption that our sample is repre-280 sentative of the population of interest. Using this approach, we can compute the population 281 mean in Eq. 5 as:
where N is the number of predicted latent values inˆ = Xb. Typically, X will be the fixed 283 effects design matrix used when fitting the generalised animal model (Eqs. 1, 2, and 3), and 284 N will be the number of data observations. Furthermore, this assumes that all fixed effects 285 represent biologically relevant variation, rather than being corrections for the observation pro-286 cess or experimental condition. From this estimate ofz, we can compute the expected-scale 287 phenotypic variance:
Note that we are not averaging over variances computed for each predicted values, since the 289 value of the meanz is the same across the computation. Eqs. 7, 8, 9 and 15 are to be modified 290 accordingly to compute all parameters, including Ψ. This approach has the advantages of being 291 simple and making a direct use of the GLMM inference without further assumptions.
Sampled covariates are not always representative of the population The distribution of covariate 293 values in X may not be representative of the population being studied. In such cases, integration 294 over available values of fixed effects may be inappropriate. For example, a population may be 295 known (or assumed) to have an equal sex ratio, but one sex may be easier to catch, and 296 therefore over-represented in any given dataset. In such a situation, incorporation of additional 297 assumptions or data about the distribution of covariates (e.g., of sex ratio) may be useful.
298
A first approach is to predict values according to a new set of covariates constructed to be 299 representative of the population (e.g. with balanced sex ratio). Given these new predicted 300 values, the above approach can readily be used to compute quantitative genetic parameters 301 of interest. A drawback of this approach is that it requires one to create a finite sample of 302 predicted values instead of a full distribution of the covariates. A second approach will require 303 one to specify such a distribution for fixed covariates, here noted f X (X). In that case, Eq. 17 304 can be modified as follows
All relevant equations (Eqs. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 15) are to be modified accordingly. This approach is 306 the most general one, but requires the ability to compute f X (X). Note that this distribution 307 should also account for potential covariance between covariates. 
Replacing V P,obs by V P,exp will lead to the heritability on the expected data scale h 2 exp :
be just as easily derived. The coefficient of variation on the expected and observed data scales 317 are identical and can be computed as
and the evolvability on the expected and observed data scales will be 319 
Because the probit link function is the inverse of the cumulative standard normal distribution 348 function, the "link variance" V L is equal to one in this case. One can think of the "link variance" data scale:
where p is the probability of occurrence of the minor phenotype and t is the density of a 356 standard normal distribution at the pth quantile (see also Roff, 1997) . It can be shown (see heritability on the observed scale:
where λ is the data scale phenotypic mean, computed analytically as:
Again, it can be shown (see SI, section B) that these formulae are exact solutions to Eq. 5 to 
: values is assumed to be normal on the latent scale in a GLMM analysis, and therefore the 481 parent-offspring regression will also be normal on that scale, but not necessarily on the data 
511
The correspondence between R obs /S obs and h 2 obs is approximate (Fig. 2) , and strongly de-512 pends on the selection differential (controlled here by the proportion of selected individuals).
513
Note that, although the results presented here depict a situation where the ratio R obs /S obs is 514 very often larger than h 2 obs , this is not a general result (e.g. this is not the case when using 515 negative instead of positive selection, data not shown). In particular, evolutionary predictions 516 are poorest in absolute terms for large µ and large (latent) heritabilities. However, because 517 we were analysing simulation data, we could track the selection differential of latent value (by 518 calculating the difference in its mean between simulated survivors and the mean simulated be-519 fore selection). We can also calculate the mean latent breeding value after selection. Across all 520 simulation scenarios, the ratio of the change in breeding value after selection, to the change in 521 breeding value before selection was equal to the latent heritability (see Fig. 2 
where W P (k) is the measure of fitness for the kth data scale category (assuming the observed 534 data scale is discrete as in most GLMMs). Population mean fitness, can then be calculated in 535 an analogous way to Eq. 5:
These expressions comprise the basic functions necessary to predict evolution. Given a fitted 537 GLMM, and a given estimate of the fitness function W P (k), each of several approaches could 538 give equivalent results. For simplicity, we proceed via application of the breeder's equation at 539 the level of the latent scale.
540
The change in the mean genetic value of any character due to selection is equal to the 541 covariance of breeding value with relative fitness (Robertson, 1966 (Robertson, , 1968 . Evolution on the latent scale can therefore be predicted by
In the case of a multivariate analysis, note that the derivative above should be a vector of 546 partial derivatives (partial first order derivative with respect to latent value for each trait) of 547 fitness.
integration over fixed effects is accomplished for calculating other quantities, i.e. the expression
would be used in calculations of mean fitness and the average derivative of expected fitness 551 with respect to latent value.
552
Phenotypic change caused by changes in allele frequencies in response to selection is calcu-553 lated as
Or, if fixed effects are included in the model:
Note that, in this second equation,z must be computed as in Eq. 17 and that this equation 556 assumes that the distribution of fixed effects for the offspring generation is the same as for the 557 parental one.
558
Another derivation of the expected evolutionary response using the Price-Robertson identity 559 (Robertson, 1966; Price, 1970) is given in the Supplementary Information (section C) .
560
The simulation study revisited 561
Using the same replicates as in the simulation study above, we used Eqs. 29 to 34 to predict 562 phenotypic evolution. This procedure provides greatly improved predictions of evolutionary 563 change on the observed scale (Fig. 3, top row) . However, somewhat less response to selection is 564 observed than is predicted. This deviation occurs because, in addition to producing a perma- Our model hence assumes that more than half of the measured variance comes from totally 621 random noise. Hence, even assuming that the whole latent variance is composed of additive 622 genetic variance, the heritability will never reach a value above 0. Figure 2 : Simulated R/S (evolutionary response over selection differential, or the realised heritability) on the latent (upper panels) or observed data (lower panels) scales against the corresponding-scale heritabilities. Each data point is the average over 10,000 replicates of 10,000 individuals for various latent heritabilities h 2 lat (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8), latent population mean (µ from 0 to 3, from left to right) and proportion of selected individuals (5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, varying from black to blue). The 1:1 line is plotted in black. The breeder's equation is predictive on the latent scale (upper panels), but approximate on the observed data scale (lower panels), because phenotypes and breeding values are not jointly multivariate normal on that scale. Figure 3 : Predicted R obs (phenotypic evolutionary response on the observed scale, see Eq. 34) against the simulated R obs , via evolutionary predictions applied on the latent scale. Each data point is the average over 10,000 replicates of 10,000 individuals for various latent heritabilities h 2 lat (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8), latent population mean (µ from 0 to 3) and proportion of selected individuals (5%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, varying from black to blue). The 1:1 line is plotted in black. The upper panels ("Immediate") show simulations for the response after a single generation, which include both a permanent and transient response to selection arising from linkage disequilibrium. The bottom panels ("permanent") show simulation results modified to reflect only the permanent response to selection.
